
Search funding, profiles and conferences in one tool!

Pivot® connects researchers to financial support by leveraging the most comprehensive global source of sponsored funding 

opportunities, coupled with scholarly profiles to perfectly match researchers with funding opportunities, connections with potential 

collaborators and exposing them to publication options.

With Papers Invited, found within Pivot, scholars can discover special journal issues and search thousands of conferences from all 

over the world that are requesting “calls for papers” where researchers can present and publish their research, covering hundreds 

of academic disciplines.

Papers Invited is a valuable, easy-to-use resource that is editorially curated with opportunities matched to the Pivot controlled 

vocabulary for optimized discovery. Search by keyword or browse conferences organized across more than 150 disciplines.  Advanced 

search allows users to zoom in on specific locations, deadlines and more. Papers Invited can even be paired with Pivot funding 

searches to find travel grants.  

Pivot & Papers Invited
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Papers Invited can  help scholars gain exposure to their works while increasing the visibility of your institution.  

So Easy!

Pivot provides a simplified pre-award 
funding discovery process that saves time 
and delivers precise, consistent results.

Collaboration  
Pivot enables sharing, communication, and collaboration around funding discovery.

• Find researcher expertise from within or outside of your organization from millions of  
scholarly profiles from leading research organizations worldwide.

• Share funding opportunities with your colleagues.

• Increase the research exposure at your institution by claiming and maintaining your personal profile. 

• Leverage Papers Invited, a comprehensive collection of call for papers, issued by professional bodies, journal editors and 
other conference organizers in academic disciplines world-wide.

About Ex Libris

Ex Libris, a ProQuest company, is a leading global provider of cloud-based solutions for higher education. 
Offering SaaS solutions for the management and discovery of the full spectrum of library and scholarly 
materials, as well as mobile campus solutions driving student engagement and success, Ex Libris serves 
thousands of customers in 90 countries. 

Provide your researchers with the most comprehensive tools for scholarly success.

Visit www.exlibrisgroup.com to learn more about Pivot

1. Find conferences calling for papers

2. Locate potential sponsors

3. Present and publish your work 

4. Connect with organizers and collaborators
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